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ABSTRACT: This paper proposes associate design and Verilog design of fast pipelined Two Dimensional Discrete 
Cosine Transform (2D DCT) on FPGA with quantization which may be used as a core in video compression hardware. 
Driven by the rapidly increasing insist for audio-visual applications, digital video compression technology has become 
a mature field, giving many accessible merchandise based on each hardware and software implementations. Taking 
advantage of special, temporal, and applied mathematics redundancies in video data, a video compression system aims 
to maxmise the compression magnitude relation while maintaining a high picture quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
These The DCT is widely used in video coding and image compression such as videoconference and HDTV [2][3]. 

The quick algorithm for compute 2-D DCT can be separated into two classes: (1)The row-column decomposition 
methods. These methods divide the 2-D DCT/IDCT into two 1-D DCT/IDCT with a transpose memory. These use I-D 
fast DCTiIDCT algorithm to do the row dealing out and send the results into a transpose memory to do the row column 
exchange, and then using I-D fast DCT algorithm to do the column dealing out.(2)The not-row-column decomposition 
methods [6]. These methods straight use the 2-D DCT/IDCT algorithm to compute 2-D DCT/IDCT. These need less 
computing stages but cost much more hardware. A lot of research works have been done on transmission of video 
streams since video has very challenging quality of service (QOS) requirements. A video stream is compressed by a 
video encoding mechanism before entering the transmitter module, particular in the values of MPEG2, MPEG4, H.264, 
JPEG2000 and etc. [1]. After compression the video bit rate can be drastically reduced. Effective high throughput video 
compression algorithms are always in great demand. 

 Among a variety of transform method for image compression, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [1] is the most 
popular and efficient one in realistic image and video coding application, such as high-definition television (HDTV). 
This is due to the detail that it can give an approximately best performance and can be implemented at an acceptable 
cost. 

 Advanced video services have emerge as a focus of concern as the technology of digital signal processing, VLSI, 
and broadband networks advance. Examples of such services contain multi-point videoconferencing, interactive 
networked video, video editing/publishing, and superior multimedia workstations. Generally, video signals are 
compressed when transmitted over networks or stored in database. After video signal are compressed, there are still 
many situations where further manipulations of such compressed video are required. For example, in a multi-point 
video conferencing, multiple compressed video sources may need to be manipulate and composited inside the network 
at the so-called video bridge. Without using pipelined architecture, only 3 frames per second can be processed whereas 
using 45 stage pipeline we can process 40 frames per second as can be known by timing waveform information with 
respective to clock. This type of application can be utilized in high data processing of High Definition signal for 
example in wireless High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI), and video post processing of HDMI. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Ekta Aggrawal et. al. [1] “High throughput pipelined 2D Discrete cosine transform for video compression”, in this 

paper A linear highly pipelined, parallel algorithm and architecture has been proposed and implemented for 2D-DCT 
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and quantization on FPGAs. The architectures for the various stages are based on efficient and high performance 
designs suited for VLSI implementation. The verification of algorithms and concepts was done using MA TLAB 
computational tool and implementation was tested for functional correctness using Verilog with Xilinx tool. Pipeline 
process causes latency in the system. Maximum frequency can be achieved by this system is 101.1 MHz. The design 
takes less device resources and suitable for FPGA like Xilinx XC3s1500E. The latency produced by design is less 
compared to previous works. Finally it is designed as a balanced architecture compared to previous works. 

 
Yung-Pin Lee et. al. [2] “A Cost-Effective Architecture for 8X8 Two-Dimensional DCT/IDCT Using Direct 

Method”, in this paper research analyzes the NXN 2-D DCT/IDCT algorithm using direct method. The required 
multiplications are about halved to the row-column algorithm. In order to overcome the irregular problem, a regular 
architecture derived from the proposed algorithm for the 8X8 DCT/IDCT is developed.After folding the architecture, 
the chip size will become very allowable economically for VLSI implementation. Traditionally, direct method has less 
computation complexity but irregularity; on the other hand, the row-column method is more regular with the penalty of 
requiring more computations. However, the proposed architecture has both the advantages of low computation 
complexity and high regularity. According to the specification by Joint CCITT/ISO committee on the IDCT, the 
proposed design needs only a coefficient word length of 12 b and an internal word length of 18 b. compare with the 
row-column method, the evaluated chip size of the proposed architecture is over about 30%, but the throughput is twice 
that of the row-column method. The above results show that the proposed 2-D DCT/IDCT architecture is more 
attractive than other methods. 

 
 Yuan-Ho Chen et. al. [3] “A High Performance Video Transform Engine by Using Space-Time Scheduling 

Strategy”, in this paper proposes a high performance video transform engine using the STS strategy. The proposed 2-D 
DCT cores make use of a only 1-D DCT core. Based on the test image simulations, 9-bit DA-precision is chosen in 
order to meet the PSNR requirements, and the hardware sharing architecture enables the arithmetic resources to be 
shared based on time so as to reduce area cost. Hence, the number of adders/substracters in 1-D DCT core allows a 
74% saving in area over the NEDA architecture for a DA-based DCT design. Furthermore, the proposed time 
scheduling strategy arranges the computation time for each process element. The 1-D core can calculate the 1st-D and 
2nd-D transformations simultaneously, thereby achieving a high throughput rate. Therefore, a high performance 8 8 2-
D DCT core utilizing high precision, a small area, and a high throughput rate has been achieved using the proposed 
STS strategy. Finally, the proposed high performance 2-D DCT core is fabricated using a TSMC 0.18- 1P6M CMOS 
process and implemented in the XC2VP30 FPGA. 

 
 Shih-Fu Chang et. al. [4] “Manipulation and Compositing of MC-DCT Compressed Video”, in this Many 

advanced video applications require manipulations of compressed video. We have explored the freedom of performing 
video operation in the compressed domain. In precise, we have derived efficient algorithms in the transform domain for 
several useful video operation functions such as overlap, translation, scaling, pixel multiplication, rotation, and linear 
filter. These algorithms can be useful to general orthogonal transforms, like DCT, DFT, and DST. Compared to the 
spatial-domain advance which convert compressed video back to the spatial domain and manipulates video data in the 
spatial domain, the planned transform approach can increase the computation efficiency, with a factor depending on the 
compression uniqueness of the input videos. For hybrid MC-DCT encoded video, we have proposed a new decoding 
algorithm to change the encoded video to the DCT domain and perform manipulation functions in the DCT domain. 
This new decoding algorithm can also be useful to competent transcoding from MPEG to JPEG. 

 
 Kuo-Hsing Cheng et. al. [5] “The Design and implementation of DCT/IDCT Chip with Novel Architecture”, 

in this propose an efficient architecture to implement a 2-D DCTIIDCT with a new algorithm. The proposed new 
algorithm make all coefficients are helpful to make simpler the design of multipliers. The efficient architecture for the 
proposed algorithm requires only 9 multipliers and 2 1 adders’ subtractors. The transistor count of the designed circuit 
is less than 160,000. In the simulation result shows the performance of our chip is better than other chips, and is 
suitable for high-speed application such as HDTV. 
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III. METHOD 
 

A. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)- 
 

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) help divide the image into elements (or spectral sub-bands) of differing 
consequence (with respect to the imagery visual quality). The DCT is similar to the discrete Fourier transform: it 
transforms a symbol or image from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. 

Discrete cosines transform a technique for instead of waveform data as a biased sum of cosines. DCT is usually used 
for data compression, as in JPEG. This usage of DCT outcome in lossy compression. DCT itself doesn't misplace data 
rather, data compression technologies that rely on DCT estimated some of the coefficients to decrease the amount of 
data. 
A distinct cos transform (DCT) expresses a sequence of finitely several data points in terms of a sum of cosine 
functions oscillating at completely different frequencies. Signal information is generally targeted in an exceedingly few 
low-frequency elements of the DCT. Over the years, considerable amount of analysis work have been carried out in 
proposing new algorithms for the DCT [2, 3] and implementing them on general-purpose computers, DSPs, and ASICs. 
Direct 2-D approach [4] results in less parallelism, whereas separable row-column I-D approach [5] yields a quicker 
algorithmic rule. 
 

B. Video compression- 
 

Video compression techniques created feasible variety of applications [6-9]. Four distinct applications of the 
compressed video are often summarized as: (a) consumer broadcast TV, (b) consumer playback, (c) desktop video, and 
(d) videoconferencing. 

An perfect video compression method should have the following characteristics: 
 Will manufacture levels of compression rival MPEG without offensive artifact. 
 Can be contending back in real time with in expensive hardware support. 
 Can humiliate easily under system load or on a slow platform. 
 Can be compressed in real time with cheap hardware support. 

        
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
 A linear highly pipelined, parallel algorithm and architecture has been proposed and implemented for 2D-DCT and 

quantization on FPGAs. A high performance video transform engine using the STS strategy. The proposed 2-D DCT 
core employs a single 1-D DCT core and one TMEM with a small area. Compression algorithms have significant 
impact on the efficiency of the video operation technique. Orthogonal transform provide great flexibility for pursuing 
manipulation techniques in the change domain, but non-linear coding algorithms such as MC do not. The close 
interplay between the compression algorithms and the manipulation technique powerfully motivate a joint approach to 
optimal algorithm designs for video compression and manipulation. 
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